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Cart abandonment solutions tackling 10 of the 17 key revenue loss issues 

Transactional cost savings from Payments to Parcels via least cost routing 

IT integration and maintenance savings fusing 100’s of provider API’s to 1 

Operational savings via automation and standardization of all providers

Financial leakage protection reconciling every providers Billing & Reporting views to 1

IN SUMMARY, ALPHA FINTECH WILL SUPPORT YOU VIA

Turn your now more detailed data into actionable intelligence.
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Introduction
PaiSec and Alpha Fintech helps you Sell & Deliver your products
Easier, Cheaper & Faster via the world’s first Payments as a Service platform.

Solve 60% of cart abandonment culprits with over 100 Payments, Risk and Shipping 
providers, now just one click away.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What can PaiSec and Alpha Fintech do for you?
Minimize cart abandonment addressing 10 of the 17 main issues

Boost customer satisfaction, revenue growth & savings via Intelligent shipping

Increase cart conversion rates via smart pay-page design tools

Protect and increase authorisation rates via a powerful risk solution portfolio

Safeguard against lagging providers and declines switching to alternates easily

Uncover substantial cost savings via least cost routing and operational automation

 

 

Why act now?
1. Increase your cart conversion rate by up to 10%

2. Respond to the 9% surge in cybercrime

3. Don’t lose good customers, increase your authorisation rate by up to 5% 

4. Differentiate yourself with buyer friendly shipping solutions
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47%Shipping costs were too high

Wasn't ready to buy

Purchase didn't qualify for free shipping

Product I wanted was too expensive

Shipping costs shown too late in checkout

Speed of delivery was too slow

Couldn't find a discount code or promotion

Got disstracted

Payment method was not available

The website was loading too slow

Didn't want to register to purchase purchase

Taxes and duties were not clear 

Checkout was too confussing/long

I realized I couldn't return the product

I wasn't sure my data would be secure

I couldn't purchase the product in my local currency

Checkout was not in my local language
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Smart Shipping & 
Customer Satisfaction

 

Protect your revenue

Did you know 4 of 6 leading reasons for cart abandonment are 
caused by  poor shipping experiences?

Increase consumer satisfaction and prevent 
unnecessary irritation
Shipping delays create buyer anxiety. Eliminate order status 
guessing  by displaying whereabouts and delivery time.

             

 

Turn a return into a positive customer experience

Returns are a burden, but shoppers return up to 20% of items bought 
online.
A bad return experience creates a dissatisfied and possibly lost customer. 
Simplifying the return process and label printing is a crucial part of this.

 
 

            

Introduce smart “Free” shipping as a marketing tool
FREE catches everyone’s attention and serves as a competitive 
advantage.  However, f ree does not have to come at your expense. How?

Smart rules can help determine what qualifies for f ree shipping based 
upon the individual product's or total basket's profitability.

Minimize unnecessary loss-of-sale scenarios
What do you do if a product runs out on your online platform, but is 
available in a specific physical branch?
Simple, smart logic can offer customers the option of picking up at a local 
physical branch.
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Smart 
Shipping & 
Operational Savings

Protect you from avoidable revenue loss

Lower your operational costs and free up valuable resources

Improve customer satisfaction 

Serve as a differentiator

IN SUMMARY, OUR SMART SHIPPING WILL:

Automate time consuming and/or manual processes

Simply pick the products, package them and put on the auto printed shipping label via 
the below baseline features.

Automate carrier and shipping method selection based on destination, weight, size,
or the service variables.

Ship faster & cheaper selecting the warehouses calibrated for speed, cost and proximity. 

Protect yourself, if delays impact your first choice, then switch to an alternative quickly.

Lower shipping costs solving for complex scenarios'

Use the most suitable carrier as defined by cost and/or speed based on:

1 basket, different sized/weighted items in need of different shipping methods

1 basket with products located in different warehouse locations

Multiple brands and/or stores listed as a different integration to ship across as needed
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Pay Page design
flexibility impact
Increase sales conversion with smart checkout page designs.

 Reduce the clicks needed to purchase, leverage advanced design and expand payment 
flexibility to boost your conversion rates.

      
   
    

     
    
     
         

Value of transparency & speed
With the order summary clearly  
displayed, the buyer sees their 
purchases and has fewer clicks to 
complete the purchase.

Don’t spend extra money
when you don't have to
Least cost routing, authorisation 
improvement and recurring 
business tools, help protect your 
hard-earned money. Do not waste it 
due to preventable reasons.

  
    

      
      
        

      

Payment & Delivery options
Statistics prove, that a lack of options  loses 
you customers. More Is always better!

International appeal
Beyond accepting local payment types and 
currencies, displaying the checkout in local 
language Is also key. PaiSec enables you 
to do so easily and quickly via one simple 
click.

Increased confidence
Security badges on display help buyers feel 
safer about buying.
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Risk management & 
Revenue
Protect yourself better and unleash your inner authorisation artist

Respond to new threats and attack false positives with more solutions at your disposal. 
Enlist a simple to use smart routing engine for unprecedented design flexibility.

Protect your data against hackers easily, quickly and cost-effectively with 
Alpha's  tokenisation  engine.  Doing  so  can  also  help  lower  your  PCI 
scope, providing further savings.

 
 

 

 

 

Superior tools for revenue protection - the numbers speak 
for themselves!

Increase authorisation rates (up to 1.3 %)

Lower mistakenly blocked buyers (up to 37%)

Lower charge-backs (by up to 30%)

Uplift revenue via better 3ds (up to 1.7%)
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The AlphaHub 
Platform

Customise across Payments, Risk and Shipping providers with more options

Free up valuable time & lower operation costs managing your current vendors easier 

Increase your agility and response rate to new requirements
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Actionable Intelligence

Prevent unnecessary revenue loss caused by a providers response time 
issues. Avoid unexpected declines with new performance transparency and 
the ability to  route to alternates easily.

Cart abandonment solutions tackling 10 of the 17 key revenue loss issues 

Transactional cost savings from Payments to Parcels via least cost routing 

IT integration and maintenance savings fusing 100’s of provider API’s to 1 

Operational savings via automation and standardization of all providers

Financial leakage protection reconciling every providers Billing & Reporting views to 1

IN SUMMARY, WE WILL SUPPORT YOU VIA

Prevent financial leakage by consolidating all billing views for all products into  
one dashboard.

Eliminate operational inefficiencies via centralised & enhanced data 
intelligence.  Revealing new cost savings & revenue growth possibilities.

Turn your now more detailed data into actionable intelligence.
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Contact Us

+61 3 8538 1220

info@paisec.money

www.paisec.com.au                 www.alphafin.tech




